Louvered roof

V860-Levanto

- Adjustable slats
- Robust construction
- Sleek, slender and modern
- Powered operation
- Integrated LED (optional)
Playing with light
The V860-Levanto is an elegant louvered roof. The roof is formed by slats opened and closed by an almost silent motor. When the slats are closed, the roof forms a splash-proof cover, creating a shady and attractive spot in your garden.

Robust and stylish
You will be amazed at the high-spec detailed finishes, robust aluminium construction and stylish design. The V860-Levanto can be delivered in any colour you wish as standard. This deluxe outdoor lifestyle product will be an impressive eye catching addition to your garden. The V860-Levanto is available in four different solutions: freestanding, facade installation, integration and build up. The diversity in types provides a suitable solution for every situation.

Enhancing options
At Verano® we prepare for most eventualities. To accommodate this, as standard the Levanto is supplied with slots to facilitate easy enhancing options. Consider for example the Verano® Ritzscreen, a glass sliding wall or a fixed framework. All the ingredients to maximise your enjoyment, whilst optimising your protection against wind, rain and UV radiation would then be in place. It is also possible to have LED lighting integrated into the top frame, or to include a timer or a sun/wind detector to ensure the slats automatically open or close according to your preferences.

As standard
- Freestanding, splash proof construction (powder coated aluminium);
- 24 V motor, with radio control module included;
- Somfy Telis 1 handheld transmitter included;
- All RAL colours and texture coating finishes available;
- Prepared for additional options such as the V599R Ritzscreen or glass systems (V760-Sa Caleta, V762-Talamanca, V772-Moli, V785-Serena and V790-Solano).

Dimensions
- Width: maximum 7 meter (linked)
- Post height: 2.5 meter
- Projection: maximum 4.90 meter (please note: due to the width of the slats, the V860-Levanto has fixed dimensions.)

Manufacturer’s warranty
You purchase a louvered roof to enjoy it for many years to come, problem free. To satisfy this, all our Verano® roofs are produced from the very best quality materials, which enables us to offer you a five-year warranty. This warranty is only valid provided all instructions for assembly, use and maintenance are strictly adhered to.

CE-Mark
The V860-Levanto is provided with the CE-Mark according to CE NEN-EN 1991. The CE-Mark shows that the louvered roof V860-Levanto with a maximum size of 4000 mm by 6057 mm meets the European safety requirements for snow load and wind pressure in the Netherlands according to CE NEN-EN 1991.